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The essay aims to explore the ways an all-Australian surf lifestyle brand, Mambo, conveys the images and the representations of Australianness through its t-shirts and products in general.
Essentially, Mambo is a Sydney based surf-wear label that specializes in bright t-shirts. Created in 1984, in less than a decade the label was generating an annual turnover of more than $10 million. While a Mambo montage might feature the conventional signifiers of Australian culture – like the beach, thongs, sprinklers, and Holdens – it is almost invariably underlined with a sharp satirical bite. The Mambo designers are generally obsessed with something that derives from, or connects with, the Australian experience. Also, Mambo has taken Australia’s blunt approach to life and glorified it, in pure surfing subculture style.




Introduction: Surfing the Nation

It is a widespread assumption that national identity is a cultural construction, whether it is an “imagined community” (Anderson) or the output of the “invention of tradition” (Hobsbawm). In both cases, what we have is essentially a modern construct, where the national identities are produced and re-produced by such means as mass rituals and ceremonies, as in Hobsbawm, or the invention of the printing press and the subsequent diffusion of the print (mass) media, which proved to be so useful in disseminating the idea of the nation as a bounded, “natural” community.
What these theories of the nation tend to neglect is the important role played by other dimensions, maybe less grounded in the realm of “high culture” and more connected with the “low” aspects of popular culture and everyday life. After all, if we have an idea of the national “community” it is also thanks to the several representations, performances and materializations of national identity through popular culture and everyday life. As Tim Edensor (2002) argues, the identity of a nation is revealed by things and acts that we often take for granted, from familiar landscapes and places to eating habits, from cinema to music. Not only do these and a wealth of other cultural forms and practices become the signifiers of a sense of national belonging, but they end to represent the main characters of other countries, as we picture them in a series of fixed stereotypes and clichés. The red deserts and the exotic beaches of Australia are a shorthand for Australian nation, a synecdoche through which the Australian country is recognized globally. Important iconic sites as Sydney Opera House or Uluru/Ayers Rock are powerful signifiers for the whole nation, reproduced across popular culture and endlessly recycled through images in films, television shows, postcards and towels. Another dimension that narrates us the identity of a nation is that of popular rituals and performances, where certain performing habits are seen as embodying particular national characteristics. An Australian pub in Italy stages particular aspects of the “imagined Australian community”, with many signifiers and symbols of Australianness. When, during the Sydney Olympic Games in 2000, Italian audiences watched Ian Thorpe on TV, it was the most “natural” thing to see an Australian youngster swimming “like a shark” (as many Italian newspapers reported). This is also the realm of abstract qualities, such as politeness, openness, a.s.o. (see the Australian mateship). The third dimension of the popular representations of national identity is that of material culture, where national narratives are often organized around things and objects. Several commodities are strongly symbolic of national identity: the Australian thongs and sprinklers convey particular meanings, connoting shared stories for the inhabitants of a nation as well as invented narratives for the foreigners and the visitors.
This chapter tries to explore how all these dimensions, so strongly rooted in the popular culture and representations of a country, function as a set of several signifiers for the narratives of Australianness and for the meanings of “being Australian”. What we are going to explore is the way an Australian surf lifestyle brand, Mambo, conveys the images and the representations of Australianness among both its Australian (national) and international (global) consumers, according to all the dimension we have already seen – namely, the iconic sites and the places, the acted performances, such as sport, everyday life, abstract qualities and “national character”, and the material culture (objects, things, commodities that signify Australia at home and abroad).
Essentially, Mambo is a Sydney based surf-wear label that specialises in bright t-shirts. Created in 1984, in less than a decade the label was generating an annual turnover of more than $10 million. While a Mambo montage might feature the conventional signifiers of Australian culture – like the beach, thongs, sprinklers, and Holdens – it is almost invariably underlined with a sharp satirical bite. The Mambo designers are generally obsessed with something that derives from, or connects with, the Australian experience. Also, Mambo has taken Australia’s blunt approach to life and glorified it, in pure surfing subculture style.
Since Mambo is a very specialized brand, less known than other surf labels such as Quiksilver or Billabong, it is recognized as a “true” Australian brand, and this is the reason why Australian narratives are best founded in Mambo products than in other Australian/global labels. A visual and a frame analysis of Mambo prints are used to understand how the different signifiers of Australian cultural identity are represented and framed by Mambo products (shirts, t-shirts, trousers, a.s.o.).


1.  Surfing Matilda

The first Australian cultural aspect framed by Mambo products is the surfing lifestyle in its complex, with all its different signifiers: places – the beach –, (social) roles – the surfer –, attitudes – sexism, typical in every male subculture – and performances – drinking, consuming drugs, a.s.o.
The beach is a powerful icon of Australianness, and is the signifier of different meanings: it is “uncompromisingly seen within the general framework of the natural, the free, the outdoors, the informal, the physical, and so on” (Fiske at al. 1987, 53). The most famous Australian beaches (Bondi, Manly, Surfers Paradise a.s.o.) have a particular aspect: quite paradoxically, while they express the typical love of Australians for “nature” and outdoor living, they are for the most part urban beaches: “the central image of the Australian beach is not that of the tropical hideaway. That does exist, but is reserved for holidays, preferably outside Australia. The beach that contributes to everyday existence must be metropolitan, therefore urban. It is Bondi Beach, with its row of hotels and fast food outlets; Manly, with its aquarium and dodgem cars; or the most recent additions, cities that are planned solely in order to be close to the beach thus clearly highlighting the relation between beach and the city, [like] Surfers Paradise” (ibidem, 54-55). The framework of Australian beaches is thus a double one: on one side we have the urban environment, that is, culture; on the other side we have something primitive, spiritual and physical, that is, nature (of course, the socially constructed idea of “nature”). The beach is an anomalous category as its (symbolic) place is between nature and culture; it is the site where nature and culture meet and blend. Mambo prints refer both to the “urban beach” and to the “surf beach”, that is, both to the “McBeach” and to the “new age” flavored beach, with all the mystical meanings that it carries.


2.  Big Aussie Beer Monster Creates the Southern Ocean

One of the most sought after Mambo t-shirts depicts a demonic monster drinking beer from a can and pissing in the middle of a sea of beer. The scene is surrounded by the following phrase: “Big Aussie Beer Monster Creates the Southern Ocean”. The image carries one of the typical features of the constructed cultural identity of Australia: the love for drinking. What the print stresses is an important narrative of Australianness. It is interesting to note that in their analysis of the “myths of Oz”, Fiske et al. (1987, 16) stress the importance of beer and alcohol for the construction of the Australian mythology: “the archetypal Aussie male drinks gallons of beer to get drunk […]. For him beer is a bearer of culture insofar as it is cheap, egalitarian, masculine, social and, when drunk in pubs, significantly differentiated from both home (family/wife) and work (boss)”. The radical egalitarianism of drinking is linked by the authors to the figure of Nietzschean Dionysus: “Dionysiac revelers are depicted (by a later, anti-Dionysiac age) as semi-naked, with pot-bellies – like the archetypal Australian beer-drinker, flushed, demonic and absurd. Nietzsche’s conception of the Dionysiac orgy incorporates the radical egalitarian ethos that is also claimed for Australian drinkers in Australian pubs” (ibidem, 12). Semi-naked, with pot-bellies, flushed, demonic and absurd: this is exactly the description of the “Aussie Beer Monster”, whose belly is a beer can, his eyes of fire, and whose figure is an absurd and grotesque extravaganza.


3.  Visions of Suburbia

One of the most interesting features of the construction of an Australian national identity is that of Suburbia. According to Whitlock and Carter (1992, 227), “commentators have frequently remarked that Australia is one of the most urban – or suburban – nations on earth. What is less clear is how this fact has had an impact on the way we conceive of Australia or ‘Australian-ness’. Why has the bush continued to be such a powerful image? In what ways has ‘suburbia’ been taken to define the essence of Australia?”. The suburban lifestyle is a key element in the construction of a “Australian way of life”, and if Edna Everage is the parodistic champion of this Aussie way of life for the Australian TV audience, for a larger – virtually global – public the parody of Suburbia is to be found in several Mambo prints.
The most common feature of “Mambo Neighbours” is a typical suburban home, with its backyard. According to Fiske et al. (1987), the Australian suburban home is rooted in many aspects of Australian culture, such as the opposition (that we have already seen before) between nature and culture and that between the private and the public, between the individual and society. In this in-between zone, the suburban home is isolated from politics and social life, and actually one of the most recurrent depictions of this “ideal home” from Mambo designers is a flying home, the “Mambo Mobile Home”, a surrealist (and somehow disturbing) building.
The suburban lifestyle is illustrated by another typical feature, which involves the Aussie love for outdoor living: the barbecue. Again, what is at stake here is the connection between nature and culture, and, since it is such an important dichotomy in surfing subcultures (as we have seen), this may be the reason why this Australian narrative is well represented in Mambo products. “The barbecue is the most ‘natural’ way of cooking: culture is closest to nature here […]. Even the colloquial spellings, Bar BQ, BAR-B-QUE, or BBQ, are signs of attempt to leave culture indoors, in this case the culture as the socially accepted ‘correct’ use of language. The phonetic ‘Bar BQ’ seems a more ‘natural’ way of transferring speech on to paper than does the correct spelling” (Fiske et al. 1987, 42). What the Mambo prints seem to privilege is a typical reading of Aussie outdoor living, where the “counter-ideology affirming nature over culture is one of the enduring myths of Australia, signifying a distinctive Australian relationship with the landscape” (Fiske et al. 1987, 43).


4.  Ozzie Icons

Mambo designers love to fill the t-shirts and the other products with many Australian icons which function as powerful signifiers of Australian official and everyday cultural identity. One of the most celebrated icons of Australia is Sydney Opera House, which again, even though is intended to host the highest forms of “high culture”, can be considered as an important symbol of Australian egalitarianism: “the performances within [the halls] are still primarily those aimed to an elite audience – ballet, opera, orchestral concerts, drama, dance – with the free outdoor concerts and light entertainment listed in the years’ programs under the heading of ‘other activities’. Paradoxically but importantly, it’s precisely this lack of functionality that is valued, as an expression of egalitarian skepticism towards the high culture it serves so badly” (Fiske et al. 1987, 156).
One of the Mambo shirts analyzed for the research features a bright print representing the Opera House and the Harbour Bridge in the pre-historical age, where the Opera House is formed by a group of turtles, while the Bridge is a stegosaurus standing in the middle of the Sydney Harbour. According to the print, it is “Mambo Pre-History”, and what is represented is the “Sydney Harbour in the Late Cretaceous Period”. This is an interesting treatment of two of the few Australian icons that are not animals (like kangaroos or koalas) or refractions of Aboriginal culture (like boomerangs or Aboriginal art): the very cultural Australian icons, those representing modernity, are treated by Mambo designers as natural sites, in a land full of strange animals and exotic plants. Another t-shirt features a similar print, representing a boy surfing not a surfboard but a thong. This image is very interesting, because it connects the surfing lifestyle to another important signifier of Australian everyday culture: the thong. “The thong is the contemporary Australian accent of footwear. As it flops over our sidewalks and beaches it speaks of our warm climate whose scorching pavements and sand demand the minimal veneer of culture to protect our (white) feet from the harsh excesses of nature. It speaks of our informality, of our easy acceptance of our bodies, of our wish to bring the outdoors indoors. Its cheapness bears our egalitarianism” (Fiske et al. 1987, 175).


5.  Art Irritates Life: Down-Under Irony and Subversion

Perhaps the most important link between “Mambo philosophy” and Australian cultural identity is that of irony and humour. As David Moss (2003, 221) recalls, “the Australian novelist and TV performer Clive James is supposed to have said somewhere that ‘Australians don’t have a culture, they have a sense of humour’. Coming from someone who has himself made a career out of both sophisticated literary criticism and enviable wit, this thought is worth taking seriously”. Moss continues arguing that the two poles of Australian humour are the larrikin and the laconic modes. “The larrikin mode is the irreverent, florid delivery from the street or the bush, proclaiming more or less wholesale indifference to (other people’s) conventions, piped straight in from the hearts of contemporary inner-city darkness or from far out beyond the decorum of suburbia. In contrast, the laconic mode rests on the capacity to deliver deadly lines tight of lip and light of expression, as concise as can be, stripping the utterance of every conceivable verbal distraction from the situation which has prompted it” (ibidem, 223).
Mambo’s approach to irony and humour is unquestionably the larrikin mode, a mix of irony and parody that is so linked with the Australian mood: “The dizzying array of neon-coloured images strikes you first, but the joyous use of language is just as significant. The self-deprecating humour is often ironic, but it is never detached: Mambo’s irony reflects its deepest passions […]. Mambo’s love of unhinged word play, outrageous puns and provocative agit-prop messages has been the key to the evolution of its design method. This playful use of language reflects a range of lowbrow and highbrow influences – from cartoons, radio and TV comedy to politics, film, religion, philosophy and literature” (Marshall 2002, 28-32). According to Susie Khamis (2004), “Mambo’s idiosyncratic fusion of shock and irony both affirms the logic and language of contemporary visual culture, while simultaneously subverting its politics and tastes […]. Indeed, the Mambo archive features similarly creative interpretations of Jesus Christ, the Virgin Mary, Mickey Mouse and Shiva. Generally, the satire in question comes via the motifs that juxtapose these mythic tropes. Usually, this meeting of the sacred and the profane involves genitalia, animalia, or a combination thereof”.
Mambo’s larrikin irreverence is evident in the most popular “Mambo icons”. The “Australian Jesus”, for example, a major protagonist of Mambo prints, is much loved by Mambo consumers, as he is seen a funny parody of a popular culture which is deeply Australian but which can be seen in a global scope. According to Mambo designer Reg Mombassa, “Australian Jesus is an extension of the regional chauvinism and product identification that gives up phrases like Australian wool, Australian beer, rugged Australian individualism, the Australian bush, the little Aussie battler etc. He is also a convenient character to move through a variety of situations and part of the tradition of local artists placing the characters from European myths and literature into a bush setting” (in VV.AA. 1998, 18).
Australian Jesus is a parody of many Australian myths, as the predominant role of male: a t-shirt print represents the Australian Jesus like Botticelli’s Venus rising from the water (a typical Aussie billabong, by the way, with a more typical suburban home on a corner!). The writing says: “Australian Jesus: not Afraid to do a Woman’s Work”.


6.  The Ma(m)bo Decision
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